
  

Key Stage 2 

 

I can use maps to locate the countries of Europe. I can identify the positions and significance of the Equator. 

Locational K
now

ledge  
 

I can locate the countries in Europe and concentrate on their      
environmental regions. 

I can identify the positions and significance of the Tropics of Cancer and 
Capricorn. 

I can locate the countries in Europe and concentrate on their key 
physical and human characteristics.  

I can locate and label different countries/continents in the Northern and 
Southern hemisphere. 

I can name and locate the major cities in the UK and in Europe 
(focusing on France) 

I can raise questions about the different hemispheres and make predictions 
on how I think life will be different in the two hemispheres. 

I can study the land-use patterns of an area in the United Kingdom 
linked to the area I am studying and say how these have changed 
over time.  

I can study the land-use patterns of an area in the United Kingdom linked to 
the area I am studying and say how these have changed over time. 

I can use photographs to critically study the topographical features 
of an area in the United Kingdom linked to the area I am studying.  

 

P
lace   

K
now

ledge  

I can study the geographical similarities and differences through the 
study of human and physical geography of  contrasting regions in 
the United Kingdom.  

I can study the geographical similarities and differences through the study of 
human and physical geography of a region of the United Kingdom and a  
region in Europe -e.g. France. Or the wider world—e.g. Benin, Africa. 

LEARNING PROGRESSION 



  
Key Stage 2 

 Learning progression 

H
um

an and P
hysical G

eography  

I can use and explain the term ‘climate zone’ and identify them.  I can describe and show an understanding of the climate zones of the key 
places I study in the UK, Europe and the wider world. 

I can ask questions and find out what affects the climate.  I can describe and show an understanding of earthquakes, mountains and       
volcanoes linking to the key places I study. 

I can use maps to identify different climate zones.  I can describe the settlements and land use of different types of          
settlements within the UK (towns, villages, cities) and discuss the         
differences. I can talk about what has impacted the settlements to create 
the contrast. 

  
I can discuss and compare the climate zones of the UK and relate this 
knowledge to the weather in the local area.  

I can study maps to make assumptions about the different areas of     
Europe e.g. using map keys to identify mountainous areas, urban areas. I 
can critically study photographs. 

I can ask questions about global warming and discover the cause of it 
and research the implications.  

 

I can reach reasoned and informed solutions and discuss the             
consequences for the future.  

 



  
Key Stage 2 

 

G
eographical Skills and Fieldw

ork  

I can use maps and atlases to locate countries and describe features 
studied. 

I can use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping (Google Earth) 
to locate countries and describe features studied. 

I can use digital and computer mapping to locate countries and   
describe features studied. 

I can use the four and six figure grid references, symbols and keys to 
build my knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world. 
 

I can use the four points of a compass to build my knowledge of the 
United Kingdom and the wider world. 

I can use ordnance survey maps, symbols and keys to build my knowledge of 
the United Kingdom and the wider world.  

I can use the four figure grid references, symbols and keys to build 
my knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world.  

I can use fieldwork to observe, measure and record the human and physical 
features in the local area using a range of methods (sketch maps, plans, and 
graphs). 

  

Learning progression 



 Cycle A 

 Pompeii  Within the Tropics The Victorians 

Significant 
Person 

 Greta Thunberg and Boyan Slat  

Vocabulary 
introduced/
embedded 

Atlas, locate, countries, continents, describe, features. 

Climate, climate zone, arctic, temperate, tropical,     
Mediterranean, desert, Antarctic. 

Northern hemisphere, Southern hemisphere, South Africa,  
Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, countries, continents, 
UK, Europe, non-European. 

Predict. 

rainfall, weather  

Earthquakes, epicentre, aftershock, tectonic 
plates, magnitude, Richter scale, foreshock, main 
shock, seismic waves  

volcano, magma chamber, lava, crater, ash cloud, 
active volcano, dormant volcano, eruption, ring of 
fire, extinct volcano,  pyroclastic flow  

land use patterns, farming, roads, settlements, 
towns, cities  

 

Compare, contrast, similarities, differences, human features, 
physical   features, regions, United Kingdom, city. 

compass, eight points, north, south, east, west, north east, 
north west, south east, south west 

Land use (cities, towns, villages), land use patterns, 
changes  

Grid references, four figure, six figure  

OS map, Ordnance Survey map, symbols, keys  

 
 

 

 

 

Countries Europe, United Kingdom, France, Spain,        
Germany, maps, atlases, physical characteristics, human 
characteristics. 

Map, atlas, locate, countries, describe, features, digital 
mapping, computer mapping. 

Atlas, locate, countries, describe, features, hills, rivers,   
valleys, lakes, oceans, dams, roads, rainforests, mountains 

Climate, climate zone, arctic, temperate, tropical,        
Mediterranean, desert, Antarctic, weather, locality,       
humidity, rainfall, temperature, weather. 

Global warming, research, investigate, discover, implications 

reasoned arguments, informed arguments, global warming. 

 

Hemisphere, Northern hemisphere, Southern     
Hemisphere.  

Urban, rural, farming, roads, settlements 

natural resources, energy, wind farms, tidal, solar 
power. 



 Cycle A 

 Pompeii Within the Tropics The Victorians 

I know 
that/how 

to... 

That the world has different climate zones and what they 
are called.  
 
How to use maps to identify climate zones.  
 
How to use atlases to locate countries and describe       
features.  
 
How to locate and label different countries/
continents in the Northern and Southern            
Hemisphere. 
 
How to raise questions about the different          
hemispheres and make predictions on how you 
think life will be different in the two hemispheres.  
 
How to describe and show an understanding of the 
climate zones, earth quakes and volcanoes. 
 
How to study maps to make assumptions about the       
different areas of Europe. 
 
How to use a key to identify mountainous areas or 
urban areas.  
 

How to compare the geographical similarities and   
differences through the study of human and physical 
geography of contrasting regions in the UK (including 
the local area). 
 
How to use the four figure grid references to build 
knowledge of the local area. 
 
How to use symbols, keys and sketch maps to build my 
knowledge of the local area and other areas in the UK.  
 
How to use fieldwork to observe, measure and 
record the human and physical features in the 
local area. 
 
How to create sketch maps and plans to        
represent the local area. 
 
How to study the land-use patterns of an area in 
the UK linked to the area I’m studying and say 
how these have changed overtime.  
 
 
 

How to discuss and compare the climate zones in the UK and 
relate this knowledge to the weather in the local area.  
 
That the world has different climate zones and what they are 
called.  
 
How to ask questions about the climate and what affects it.  
 
How to use maps to identify climate zones.  
 
How to ask questions about global warming and discover the 
cause of it and research the complications.  
 
That you can come to reasoned and informed solutions and 
discuss the consequences for the future.  
 
How to use atlases to locate countries and describe features.  
 
How to locate countries in Europe, concentrating on their key 
human and physical characteristics.  
 
How to use digital and computer mapping to locate countries 
and describe features studied.  
 
How to raise questions about the different             
hemispheres and make predictions on how you think 
life will be different in the two hemispheres.  
 
How to describe and show an understanding of the 
climate zones.  
 
 



 Cycle B 

 From Cave to Clay Countries of the World In to the Wild 

Significant   Clarice Cliffe, Josiah Wedgwood 

Vocabulary 
introduced/
embedded 

London, Belfast, Edinburgh, Cardiff, Birmingham, cities, 
capital cities, counties 

Countries Europe, United Kingdom, France, Spain,       
Germany, maps, atlases, physical characteristics, human            
characteristics 

compass, eight points, north, south, east, west, north east, 
north west, south east, south west.  

Maps, symbols,  

land use patterns, farming, roads, settlements, 
towns, cities  

Grid references, four figure, six figure  

OS map, Ordnance Survey map, symbols, keys  

 

Maps, countries Europe, (including Russia) United Kingdom, 
France, Spain, Germany etc. environmental regions. 

physical characteristics, human characteristics. 

Atlas, locate, describe, features, digital mapping, computer 
mapping. 

compass, eight points, north, south, east, west, north east, 
north west, south east, south west.  

Northern hemisphere, Southern hemisphere, equator,   
countries, continents  

Topography, climate, climate zone, arctic, temperate,   
tropical, Mediterranean, mountainous, desert,  

Antarctic, weather, locality, humidity, rainfall, temperature, 
weather. 

Compare, contrast, similarities, differences, human 
features, physical features, regions, Europe, United     
Kingdom. 

land use patterns, farming, roads, settlements, 
towns, cities  

 

Discuss, investigate, critical, topography, topographical 
features, mountains, hills, valleys, lakes, rivers, oceans, 
dams, cities, roads. 

Physical features, human features 

Climate, climate zone, weather, equator  

compass, eight points, north, south, east, west, north east, 
north west, south east, south west. 

Maps, symbols, sketch maps 

Land use patterns, farming, roads, settlements, 
towns,  cities  

Northern hemisphere, Southern hemisphere, Africa, 
South Africa, countries, continents  

Compare, contrast, similarities, differences, human 
features, physical features,  

Trade links, natural resources. 

OS map, Ordnance Survey map, symbols, keys, 
sketch maps  

 

 



 Cycle B 

 From Cave to Clay Countries of the World In to the Wild 

I know that/
how to... 

How to locate the major cities in the UK.  

How to study the land-use patterns of an area in the UK 
and an area that I’m studying and compare them.  

How to use the four and eight points of a compass to 
build knowledge of the UK.  

How to locate the countries and cities in Europe. 

How to describe the settlements and land use of 
the key places I study.  

How to describe the settlements and land use of 
the key places I study.  

How to use the 4 and six figure grid references,       
symbols. 

How to use ordinance survey maps, symbols and 
keys to build my knowledge of the local area and 
the UK.  

How to use maps to locate countries and describe features 
studied.  

How to use atlases to locate countries and describe      
features. 

How to use the four and eight points of a compass to build 
knowledge of the UK.  

How to use digital and computer mapping to locate the 
countries of Europe and describe the features found.  

How to locate the countries in Europe, concentrating on 
their environmental regions.  

How to locate countries in Europe, concentrating on their 
key human and physical characteristics.  

How to study the geographical similarities and  
differences through the study of human and     
physical geography of a region of the UK and a  
region in Europe.  

How to study maps to make assumptions about the 
different areas of Europe using a key on a map to     
identify mountainous areas or urban areas.  

How to locate the different countries/continents in 
the Northern/ Sothern hemisphere and make     
comparisons. 

How to use the four points of a compass to build 
knowledge of the UK.  

How to use photographs to critically study to topograph-
ical features of an area in the UK linked to an area that 
I’m studying.  

How to study maps to make assumptions about 
the different areas of Europe using maps keys to 
identify mountainous areas or urban areas.  

How to study the land-use patterns of an area of 
the UK links to an area I am studying and say 
how these have changed over time.  

How to describe the settlements and land use of 
the key places I study.  

How to study maps to make about the different 
areas of Europe using maps keys to identify   
mountainous areas or urban areas.  


